English Revision paper
Class 7
Rewrite the following sentences according to the instructions given.
To the best of my knowledge, He is a vegetarian. ( Begin : As far as....)
The train journey from Kolkata to Asansol takes three hours.( Begin: It is a.....)
The peon cannot leave unless I permit him.( Use ͚Without͛)
͚Kindly leave the bag here, Madam.͛ said the Porter (Change the narration)
As soon as the awards were announced , the winners walked to the podium.( Begin :
No sooner...)
6. Put your books aside , people may fall over them. ( Use, ͚lest͛ )
7. If you do not hurry up , you will miss the train.( Begin : Unless)
8. He passed the examination. He got a gold medal. ( Use ͚not... only')
9. The judge said to the prosecutor, ͞ Do you agree with the arguments presented?͟
10. Can we ever forget those happy days? ( Rewrite as an assertive sentence)

Change the narration :
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He said to me , ͞ Where is Mukti?͟
He said to me, ͞ What are you doing?͟
The Principal said to the students , ͞Sit silently in the Class.͟
About said to me , ͞ Are you going abroad?͟
She said, ͞We came to this place only a week ago. ͞
The Prime Minister says, ͞Indian economy is developing very fast.͟
The teacher said, ͞I will be explaining all these problems next week. ͞
The manager says , ͞ The workers were sincere.͟
The coach said , ͞If Arjun goes for regular practice, he will soon become the best
swimmer of the school.͟
10. Sania said to her mother, ͞When the child saw the balloon , his eyes beamed with
joy.͟
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Change the voice :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Our parents ought to be obeyed.( Begin : We must)
It is said that America was discovered by Columbus. (Begin: Columbus)
The woman said to me, ͞ Where do you stay?͟(Begin : The woman)
The ship was wrecked in enemy action.( Begin : Enemy action)
The matter was reported to be commissioner. ( Begin : The commissioner)

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given in the brackets:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Please give me your pen. I ______ mine at home. ( forget)
He _________ for two hours. ( play)
My friend _________ to swim in the river. (like)
He generally ____________ to school by a bus but today he ________ by a car.( go)
You cannot go out till you ________ your homework. ( complete)
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Imagine that you have been selected to speak in the UNITED NATIONS on Education for all
or Climate Change. Write a paragraph expressing your views.
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